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INTRODUCTION

Fashion and Mass Media – these are two words which are part of our vocabulary, and
even more, which have become even dominant, almost haunting. In an era of globalization, in
which every word, gesture, action acquires new dimensions, fashion also enrolls on a course both
spectacular and mesmerizing. This general frenzy that swept the fashion world is transmitted and
amplified in geometric progression by that which redefines our existence: the modern
communication channels.
The art of communication has surpassed the pen tip and its results have increased
accordingly, reaching to that phenomenon so criticized but nevertheless practiced worldwide:
manipulation. Fashion is worn, fashion changes, fashion communicates. We are part of a
complex value system, part of a streak, with both creators and consumers involved.
Fashion is essentially defined by the notion of "change." Its dynamic nature, its
continuous transformation, adaptation, innovation lies in the multitude of creations (of all kinds,
from fashion product to image and communication) on which it is based and which are appearing
on the market at an increasing pace. The frequency of change, claimed to occur once a decade, is
then reduced to a much shorter term, even dissolving into a continuous mix of styles and trends.
The sequence of increasingly rapid launching of new products determines a much faster
production pace and a continuous adaptation to the requirements of the market.
What was ‘in’ yesterday is ‘out’ today is the definition that fashion journalists prefer in
order to illustrate the dizzying dynamics of the field. The pace of life is hellish and fashion
submits itself to it bringing forth its very nature as the "Queen of change." "What you wear
defines how you present yourself to others, especially today when human contacts are under the
pressure of speed. Fashion is an instant language, the language of the moment." claims Miuccia
Prada, defining fashion as a primer means of communicating what we are.

The act of buying a fashion product is not related at present, only scarcely, to the quality
of the product, but rather to its design and "label". People no longer buy clothes but images of a
fashion brand, and any image is created with the help of specialists.
The issue that is the subject of the present paper arose from the analysis of the lack of
fashion specialization in Romania. The Romanian textile industry has developed in the
production sector, but the actual fashion creation remains at an early stage. The Lohn producers
have decided to shift to production based on their personal design, but the process itself has not
developed properly. Their income, but also the mentality did not allow targeting funds towards
the brand development, with distribution networks and image campaigns modeled after
traditional brands. We shall look into the “intents of selling fashion” by the Romanian media, the
image campaigns proposals made for domestic brands, as well as internal / external comparisons,
and the methods of delivering the Romanian fashion to the public by means of fashion events.
Fashion, as a recent field of study, has experienced a revival and a significant increase,
becoming a real attraction in the area of academic study, a center of migration of many artists
who want to embrace this area that is under constant spotlight. The integration into the EU has
also meant the implementation of curricular standards that may guide people into new fashion
related professions. This implementation has not yet been fully achieved, as the main
shortcomings, those that once overcome would lead to the completion of links between the
theoretical and practical aspects of fashion are still visible.
The newly established professions are not yet present in academic study. For example,
there is no university department specialized in fashion journalism, a subject that may only be
studied within specialized faculties as established in the higher education institutions abroad.
Likewise, there are no departments dealing with fashion management, image and communication
strategies, PR, event planning.

The approach
The bibliographic documentation used in order to understand the concepts and to identify the
theoretical and practical procedures resulted in the systematic and coherent study of:
 Specialized papers in the fields of communication, journalism, fashion and fashion PR in
public libraries and on the Internet;

 reports of academic studies in the fields of journalism / fashion PR;
 encyclopedias, dictionaries, websites of fashion companies, online fashion publications.
The thesis is divided into four chapters, as follows:
Chapter I - Fashion- means of communication includes
The theoretical approach takes into account the description of the communication
process. This paper presents the principles put forth by foreign professionals in the field, and also
the professional system structures found in other countries. The information shall be
accompanied by examples – principles, theories, examples, schools, representatives.
Chapter II - Fashion journalism describes fashion journalism and the special type of
communication it carried out as part of the fashion media communication.
We have attempted to establish systematization and a definition of the main terms related
to fashion journalism based on the classical definitions taken from general journalism and
personal experience. Each term is accompanied by mainly personal examples for a more explicit
illustration.
Chapter III examines strategies related to Visual communication. A special emphasis
was placed on theorizing a related area, that of fashion photography, a field that constantly
supports the artistic development of fashion creation. In order to offer a better example and to
prove the significance of connection and operation nowadays we have included a chapter related
to a brand - Altaira, which brings about the mode of operation of the new means of
communication (namely the social media) used for launching a new brand on the fashion market.
The chapter related to PR campaigns mainly includes personal work elaborated over the
years in the fashion business, work which facilitated the introduction of brands on the Romanian
market. The work was presented for Piera, Uniconf, Unikid, BM Jeans, alina botea dorin negrău,
Valentina Vidraşcu, Falla collection, these being only a part of the brands that have been
supported.
The fourth aspect discussed in this paper is the Event planning, presented in chapter IV.
This is based on the general theory of event planning and manages to trace and underline the
specificity of the fashion event. Once more, the lack of specialized literature in Romanian, a
shortcoming that applies to the previously discussed aspects as well, has motivated the
development of a theory that is indispensable in the development of this field.

In practice, we have organized an event for a designer residing in Cluj, Calina Langa, a
graduate and currently a doctoral student at UAD (The University of Arts and Design), an event
that included personal work, as an illustration of an image campaign for this paper. We have
included the description of the entire procedure in the fourth chapter. The chapter also contains
information about a PR campaign planning for the "Alumni Gala UAD - Fashion Design" event
by launching an official Facebook page, an effective method of using social media in
communication.

CHAPTER I FASHION - MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

Terms delimitation
Communication has often been defined as the activity of conveying information (regardless
of the means) from a sender to a receiver. “Inter human communication requires a practical and
symbolic relationship, a mirror interaction between participants in a dialog in which they
simultaneously or successively find themselves as senders and receivers who, by resorting to a
sign system - defined by certain explicit or implicit rules (a common code) - and a means
(channel) of communication, manage to converse, that is to exchange information, messages and
significations”1.
J.J. Van Cuilenberg, O. Scholten, G.W. Noomen (1998) emphasized sender - channel receiver model of communication. Umberto Eco describes the existence of a code2 in the
process of signification and Adler and Rodman consider communication “as a process of human
beings responding to the symbolic (inter personal) behaviour of other individuals3”, thus
introducing the process – behavioural interaction relationship.
In fashion, the conveyed message is the personal creation of each individual who
manages to define him/herself in a different structure from the verbal one. The structure itself is
a multitude of symbols brought together in a personalised harmony with a powerful sense of
representation which often overpasses that of the linguistic representation. The image of man, as
he defined it himself resorting to elements from his surrounding environment, “from the first
vine leaf to the ermine cape 4”, must be perceived through the complexity of sensation, feelings,
ideas and connections it triggers.
Based on the way in which an individual or individuals take part in the communication
process, Tran and Stănciugelu point out the following types of communication 5:

1

Grigore Georgiu, Filosofia culturii: Cultură şi comunicare, Comunicare.ro Publishing House, Bucharest 2004, p.
183
2
Umberto Eco, O teorie a semioticii, Meridiane Publishing House, Bucharest, 2003, p. 10
3
R. B. Adler, B. Ronald and G. Rodman, Understanding Human Comunication, Ed. Harcourt College, New York,
1985, pg. 4;
4
Adina Nanu, Arta pe om, look-ul şi înţelesul semnelor vestimentare, The Ministry of National education, The
General Directorate for Pre-university Education, editorial project and execution: Compania Publsihing House,
2001, p. 9
5
Vasile Tran, Irina Stănciugelu, Teoria Comunicării, Comunicare.ro Publishing House, Bucharest, 2001, p. 18

–

intrapersonal communication (the communication with the inner self, used by one within
one's consciousness);

–

interpersonal communication (communication within a group, between individuals of the
same group or organisation. Organisational communication is included in this category as
well);

–

mass communication (addressed to the general public, used by specialised institutions
and achieved through specific means).
Mass media
In the words of Jean Cazeneuve (1972): “The term medium (plural form media) is of

Latin origin introduced in an Anglo-Saxon environment. It basically defines all mediation
processes, communication means and generally translates them into mass communications.”
According to Marshall McLuhan (1964), there are hot media (radio, photography, film) which emphasize one single sense and allow less sensorial participation from the public – and
cool media (telephone, television) – which simultaneously enhance more senses and allow a
deeper involvement from the receiver of the message.
The fact that the Internet revolutionised our lives is already seen as a cliché. Nonetheless,
in what way did the Internet alter mass communication? One of the most popular answers to this
question is the one provided by Merrill Morris and Christine Ogan who talk about the new mass
communication model, pointing out the “many to many6” type of mass communication.

Possible definitions of fashion
The Romanian word “vestimentaţie” (“clothing”) is of Latin origin (vestitores) and
designated the craftsmen who made clothing. In Romanian, dictionaries only define the term
“vestimentar” as “something related to clothing” and the term “veşmânt” as clothing item or “the
ensemble of clothing items belonging to a person”.
The term clothing refers to the entire ensemble of clothing items a person needs (lingerie,
suits, overcoats, hats, stockings etc.).
This paper reflects the evolution of clothing, with emphasis on the notion of fashion. The
word “fashion” derives from the French façon which means working in a certain manner;
travaux à façon is the traditional French term for tailoring.
6

Merrill Morris, Christine Ogan: The Internet as a Mass Medium, Journal of Communication 46(1), 1996.

As a social phenomenon, fashion originated towards the end of the Middle Ages (during
the 13th and 14th centuries) and was defined by frequent alterations to the shape of costumes,
with an inclination towards novelty. Fashion comes to life by reproducing a model which has
been entirely separated from its original form. It eliminates every real value and preserves only
the novelty.
Fashion characteristics – Seasons and trends
Fashion is not a duplicate of a former trend, despite the fact that it reprises some of its
elements and integrates them into a new creation7. The seasons in the American fashion industry
are spring, summer, fall, winter and intermediate seasons. Despite the fact that famous fashion
houses merchandise clothing for all these seasons, the main collection seasons are spring and
fall. In other words, the entire line of clothing is replaced at least once every six months (White,
2010).
The paper further elaborates on Office Style, its role, components and functionality.

The fashion system
Apart from Barthes' semiotics, in a functional reality and under the rule of a highly
coherent system of laws, in the world there is an operational fashion system which, more then
twenty years later, has yet to be figured out in Romania. In the country of Paul Poiret, Coco
Chanel and Christian Dior, fashion has become the second official language. This is where the
Fashion System appeared, based on a system of laws that allow the existence of such a complex
domain as fashion and where the industry with the most prestigious names thrives. Between
THAT fashion system and the deplorable state of Romanian fashion, there is an enormous
difference which is mainly mirrored by the collapse of the entire Romanian fashion industry.
The functionality of this system depends on the accomplishment of several steps in the
activities calendar of a brand (designer, fashion house).
The main steps are: the thorough study of trends, documentation - the idea, the concept, the
chromatic palette, the purchase of raw materials, the collection (there are several types of
collection), the image campaign, the presentation of the collection at fashion events, contracts,
production of garments, delivery of the products, shop – season, discounts, outlet.
7

Dominique Waquet, Marion Laporte, Moda, Corint Publishing House, Bucharest, 2003, p. 49.

Fashion between symbol and communication
Fashion represents a system of significations 8, with clothes as a textual form which can
be read as any other written text. Understanding fashion is generally based on this assumption.
The gender/class/race/age structure is “read” based on the shape of the garments, the designer’s
signature, the habit of wearing the clothes and the price on the label. The visible form of the
bodies is shaped by fashion trends and adapted in the fashion industry.
The fashion mechanisms and the complexity of the fashion communication language are
matters of high importance to fashion providers, as well as to the consumers. Communication in
fashion relies not only on PR, but also on an entire global communication network, including
fashion areas to which the public has less access.
There are neither ad texts, nor slogans in fashion. Advertising relies on the visual impact
as photography conveys the message. Due to this aspect, a fashion ad campaign needs to focus
on the following:
 the persons involved in the campaign process - fashion photographer, stylist, makeup artist, hair-stylist, model, creative director, event organisers;
 ad context – background, ambiance, clothing items and accessories, non-verbal
communication, emotional impact.

CHAPTER II FASHION JOURNALISM

This chapter showcases fashion journalism and the particular type of communication it
establishes as part of the fashion media communication.
Fashion journalism is not a novelty in the 19th century. The oldest French fashion
magazine, La galérie des modes et costumes français, dates back from 1778. Still, in 1829, at
only 23 years and under the patronage of the young duchess of Berry, Emile de Girardin
launches the most representative title, La mode. Preceded by Journal des dames et des modes in
1818, the list of fashion magazines will be continued by Journal des tailleurs, Journal des
demoiselles, Le follet, Le petit courrier des dames (1834), La grande mode (1843), Les modes
parisiennes (1844), La mode des enfants (1852), La mode illustrée (1860), La mode pour tous
8

Roland Barthes, Systèm de la Mode, Editions du Seuil, avril 1967, p.8

(1848), L'art de la mode (1881 in which the first fashion photography was published), La mode
pratique (1891), Les modes (1901) etc.
The most representative quote about the main actor - the fashion journalist - belongs to
one of the most famous persons in the Romanian fashion industry: In fashion, paradoxically, it is
not the clothes that fascinate us […] They are almost invisible, eclipsed by the even more
fascinating backstage show. And its master of ceremonies is none other than the fashion
journalist…”(Ovidiu Buta9)
Instruments
Based on a relatively traditional structure, as well as on personal experience, we
structured and defined the elements of a fashion magazine as follows: Editorial, pictorial,
advertorial, portrait, brand profile, product presentation, fashion trends, critique (event,
collection, styling), interview, news, shopping and trends pages, technical pages, humour and not
to forget the latest instrument – the blog.
There are examples for every section, provided especially from personal experience for a
more precise portrayal.

CHAPTER III VISUAL COMMUNICATION

The present chapter focuses on the strategies involved in Visual communication. We
have emphasized the theoretical study of a related field more specifically that of fashion
photography, a field that constantly supports the artistic fashion creation process.
Fashion photography is a type of photography that mainly highlights the clothing and
items related to fashion. It highlights the beauty of the clothing, focusing on its details. The
captured image should tell a story that is easily understood, regardless of who the viewer is.
Bearing a commercial purpose or taken in order to illustrate certain themes in fashion
publications, this type of photography requires more than the mastery of technical and theoretical
knowledge of photography – it requires a degree of familiarity, knowledge and experience in the
fashion field, and communication beyond the traditional meaning of the term.
The first fashion illustrations were made by court painters that were charged with
drawing the royal dress. Although there is a diversity of costumes creations beginning with the
9

Ovidiu Buta, Victima modei, Polirom Publishing House, 2006, p. 129.

XIV century illustrators, the training of court painters specialized in materials, applied arts, will
begin to be organized starting with the XVIII century.
The recognition of fashion designers as artists in their own right occurs only in the
twentieth century, when the transcription of the sketches for production became the
responsibility of studio assistants. The existence of fashion photography was reported as early as
the first photographic evidence. In 1856, Adolph Braun10 published a book containing 288
photographs of Virginia Oldoini, Countess of Castiglione.
Since the early years, fashion photographers have aimed to capture both the model, the
clothes and style and their work has gradually evolved hand in hand with the development of
fashion itself. The beginning of the twentieth century brought along advances in vision and
technology, fashion photography being included in fashion magazines such as the French
magazine La Mode Pratique or Conde Nast publications - Vogue and Vanity Fair - in which
Edward Steichen was regarded as the most influential photographer of the 20s and 30s.
In the following we shall offer a classification of fashion photography as follows: fashion
runway photography, photo catalog (or campaign), product photography, pictorial photography,
photo book, beauty photography, street style photography, with example of works and
photographers. One major event in the field is also mentioned, namely an event organized by the
Conde Nast trust in Milan – an exhibition dedicated to the famous names that have signed the
trust publications throughout an entire century, the exhibition "Fashion - A century of
extraordinary fashion photography from the Condé Nast archives."
The chapter also contains references to the following two means of visual
communication: fashion magazines and fashion catalogues.
In the United States, Goldey's Lady's Book (which appeared on the market in 1831) gave
readers advice about materials and featured pictures of the newest creations and commercials.
Men also benefitted from their own fashion magazine, Burton's Gentlemen's Magazine
(published between 1839-1840).
In the early 1867 Harper's Bazaar began to be published, offering women the
opportunity to view fashion in a completely new way. It was then that women we able to see the
clothing made by the first fashion designer, Charles Frederick Worth for the first time. The
Callot sisters (Regina, Marie, Marthe and Josephine) have established one of the leading fashion
10

http://chanello-emmacook.blogspot.ro/2012/03/origins-of-fashion-photography.html

companies in Paris in 1895 (Callot Soeurs). The Vogue magazine was launched in 1892 and
Women's Wear Daily (WWD) in 1910.
The catalogue as a means of promotion - Product and photo catalog - with personal
examples such as Unikid, Uniconf, BM Jeans.
In order to offer a better example and to prove the significance of connection and
operation nowadays we have included a chapter relater to a brand - ALTAIRA, which brings
about the mode of operation of the new means of communication (namely the social media) used
for launching a new brand on the fashion market. Firstly we have reviewed the premises of the
development of the ALTAIRA personal brand and the favorable context for its creation.
A brand is a name that proposes something original, high quality, creativity, a name that
adds to someone’s personal reputation or may develop collaterally, by evolving on its own,
without any other connections, depending solely on the purpose that lead to its creation. Creating
and launching a successful brand can prove your professional maturity, but may also a guarantee
the efficiency of activating in the field. The success of launching a brand can reveal the peak of
someone’s career or simply the pursuance of a new direction.
Launching a brand under the current social media and online marketing conditions has
become a challenge that can be won without an exceeding budget or complicated strategies, but
on the contrary, depending on a creative competition based on clever and original ideas that can
draw the consumer’s attention without substantial financial efforts but by using alternative
marketing techniques that can be highly effective given a fierce competition.
The "Book Cover Tee" - a project initiated by Noemi Revnic the "holy and intelligent
shirts "' developed by Iulian Tănase, the "Librarian series" collection, The “Poems” collection by
Corina Vlădescu or the T!NA R slogan 'Clothing + Books = Love", all embraced the trend
reported by the ALTAIRA project – the collaboration between the literary and fashion world.

Brand creation
Fashion poetry - or "words that dress you up" - is a key concept that is based on the idea
of artistic syncretism, a blending that stemmed as would be expected from my professional
collaboration with a the a team of graduates from the University of Art and Design Cluj-Napoca.
Thus, the idea of merging different fields of artistic activity (photography, graphic design,

fashion design and poetry) was born and served as a starting point of what would later be
summarized by the phrase "the art of merging the arts."
ALTAIRA - a word taken from an image that has remained in my mind since childhood
that appeared during a sci-fi movie (Altair was the name of the new planet, of another
civilization) was chosen this time to represent a new era or "another era".
The first step of the project was to set up a poetry blog, ALTAIRA (see Figure 40) on the
Google BlogSpot platform11. The blog was presented as planned within the project:
The background image chosen for the blog would be the starting point for the following
creative approaches. We have attempted therefore to offer a view of a different universe where
the story will take place - a tower, a strange building emphasizing the isolation of its inhabitant
(an "alien"), whose is only able to communicate with the outside world through a window, an
image that illustrates the eternal relationship between the divine and the mundane. The truths of
alien beings (of course not sensu stricto) trapped in an ivory tower find their way out through
narrow niches as far as may be permitted for humans to access to the divine similarly as in
Plotinus, the soul is not an interface between God and man, but only the way to the spirit (the
spirit ensuring the union with the divine), because a direct relationship the between divinity and
the mundane would endanger the purity of the first which is absolute, untouchable. The light that
barely enters through the arches is a metaphor of the divine truth that is difficult to reveal and
may only be attained partly after a long period of initiation.
That step was followed by the further development of the idea of making a new product
that gathers the activities of the mentioned team. The concept of fashion poetry emerged as a
result, being a concept aimed to unite in one single expression this basic idea. The product
created for this first step, that of brand launching, was a fashion accessory – the scarf12.
Scarf or bandana (other synonyms veil, headscarf, veil, shawl, neckwear, wrapping) Egyptian novelist, Naguib Mahfouz (Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988) writes about the origin
of the Arabian word for scarf, Basmala (in Arabic: ب سم لة, in Romanian basma) or Bismillah
( هللا ب سمin Arabic) in his novel Es-Sukkariyya13 - as the short version of bismi-llāhi r-raḥmāni
11

altaira2012.blogspot.ro
Scarf , scarves – n. 1. A band of silk or wool worn around the neck (especially by women) as a garment 2. a sash
indicating a military rank. 3. a band of cloth worn around the neck to support a wounded or fractured arm (an
additional meaning of the term in Romanian)
13
Naghib Mahfuz, Es-Sukkariyya, 1957 (translation in Romanian by Nicolae Dobrişan: Strada Zaharului. Trilogia
Cairoului 3, Polirom Publishing House, Bucharest 2011).
12

r-raḥīmi or Bi-smi Allah ar-rahim meaning "In the name of Allah the Good and Merciful "an
expression employed in very different circumstances, especially previous to the commencement
of an activity. This expression is also quite often displayed in Arabian stores.
We selected have a series of photographic works (Figure 42) to correspond with the first
edition of ATLTAIRA products - photographs taken by photographer Alina Bondrea inside Casa
Batllo built by Antonio Gaudí. The works were selected personally based on the photographer’s
previous proposals.
We have selected elements that reflect the style of the Gaudian architecture, namely
elements found in Casa Batllo, as Antonio Gaudí was the artist with the greatest freedom of
expression that managed to obtain a great value and originality in his personal style. Even if the
architect embedded in his creations elements related to other artistic movements, their use is far
from being eclectic as they shape a single expression that bares an unusual harmony. Gaudí
manages to free matter of its primitive state, by renouncing all that is straight, corners, angles,
foreshadowing, by this freedom of expression, marking the emergence of pop art's during the art
nouveau era.
A graphic adaptation corresponding to the final purpose, the scarf (shape, cut, color) were
applied to the five images (Figure 43) taken from the fascinating universe of Antonio Gaudí, and
were then merged with a series of five personal poems. The font used to transcribe the poems
was similar to handwriting especially in order to give a more natural feel and preciousness to the
pictures that have the value of a manuscript.
We have obtained five scarf models (Figure 44 and Appendix 18) multiplied as a limited
edition, more similar in concept and execution to a work of art rather than an object of
consumption, in other words, serving an esthetic function rather than a utilitarian purpose.
Unlike other artists who have "joined" or "merged" two types of art in order to obtain
results corresponding to such "merging" process, the proceedings of the ALTAIRA project had a
different goal. The goal was to attain subtle resonance of the "sacred (poetic) word" with the
image that has a subliminal effect.

The phases involved in the campaign

Teasing
The release plan as well as the entire campaign was designed in accordance with the
chosen brand name, the "new era" and associated with the much exploited date December 21,
2012 considered to be "the end of the world". That being said, the new brand ATLAIRA was
launched during a time of virtual turmoil.
The launch campaign consisted of a series of seven simultaneous posts on the
fashionandbeauty.ro website and Facebook page (multiple, according to the graphs attached).
They were designed as a set of five teasers14 and two posts gradually revealing the message, in
the following this calendar: December 21, 2012, December 28, 2012, January 4, 2013, January 7,
2013, January 11, 2013, January 15, 2013 and January 17 2013 – date of the ALTAIRA concept
and products disclosure.
The effects of the teasing campaign have been studied beginning with the first post on
December 21 2012. The letter A, marking the first letter of the alphabet but also the first letter of
the brand has been associated with the idea of beginning, of origin of things. The effect was
amplified by the date of appearance, considered to mark the "end of the world" and the beginning
of a new era according to the Mayan calendar.
The first teaser contained, besides the cropped picture and the letter A, the slogan: “This
is not The End, this is the beginning of a NEW LIFE!”
E-sense – The multisensory campaign

The second phase of the ALTAIR brand launching, the launching itself, was designed
based on another new concept (developed in collaboration with architect Octavian Coifan, the
only Romanian perfumer in Paris, member of the French Society of Perfumers) – the e-sense
campaign – a multisensory campaign. The origin of the name stems from the word "essence"
(from Latin essentia, from esse, to be, the translation of the Greek word ousia) – meaning that
14

Teaser – an advertisement created as an printed announcement, an image, a radio commercial, video, jingle etc.,
having a mysterious nature that aims to arouse the customers' interest by offering vague clues and explications as to
the end message (the name and identity of the brand, the company’s logo or other information) that will be revealed
progressively, during the development of the project.

which is inherent, the unchanging nature of a thing or class of things, and used in philosophy to
define, on one hand, related to the substance, that which is the permanent nature of a thing or, on
the other hand, that which defines a being. It also refers to the sense of smell, a volatile liquid
with strong aromatic odor extracted from plants or obtained through synthetic preparation which
is used in perfumery (and pharmacy, nutrition). The olfactory meaning referred to in the
campaign was introduced starting from the connection between "love" (in the love poems used in
the ALTAIRA campaign) and "smell" – as etymologically related words. In Aryan the root"
ghra” means “to kiss” and “to smell someone”. In Persian, "bulah" means both "to smell" and "to
love". In French, "sentir" means "to feel" and "to have feelings for someone." And in Romanian "a simţi"(to feel) – simţire (sensation), simţământ (feeling, emotion) "(Octavian Coifan,
"Parfumul-Ghidul esenţial". The second meaning of the name e-sense given to the campaign is
that of direction (permitted by polysemy of the word in Romanian) and the particle e in front of
the name dictates its connection with the electronic, virtual world.
A similar type of campaign was used to launch the series "Game of Thrones" created by
the advertising agency Campfire.
The stimulation of all the senses can lead to an amplified effect, improving the way we
create and set our impressions, feelings determined by an artistic expression. A fashion show
should not be an exception and should have in mind this multisensory perspective especially
because the observation time is limited, as in theater or film, and therefore addressing all senses
is a constructive method leading to a magnified effect.
As humans we are prone to make associations and so the way of using a multisensory
stimulation during such a campaign should be predetermined in order to induce the desired
effect. As far as the ALTAIR brand is concerned, we have put together a multisensory
production appealing simultaneously to the five senses, performed at the time and place of
release, in order to provoke a mixture of feelings that lead to amplification of artistic emotion.

CHAPTER IV EVENT PLANNING

This chapter presents the general theoretical event planning, including a brief history of
what we know as the fashion show and tracing and explaining the characteristics of a fashion
event. Once more, the lack of specialized literature in Romanian, a shortcoming that applies to
the previously discussed aspects as well, has motivated the development of a theory that is
indispensable in the development of this field.
In practice, we organized an event for a designer residing in Cluj, Călina Langa, a
graduate and currently a doctoral student at UAD (The University of Arts and Design), an event
that included personal work, as an illustration of an image campaign for this paper. - Liana
Martin, an illustration of a campaign Image own paper (photo shoot, clothing by Smaranda
Almăşan). The description of entire procedure was included in the fourth chapter, detailing the
planning phases - planning, press conference, discourse planning, media files, press release, the
agenda and finally, in post - event - press monitoring and assessment.
The chapter also contains information about the PR campaign planning for the "Alumni
Gala UAD - Fashion Design" event by launching an official Facebook page, an effective method
of using social media in communication.

CONCLUSIONS

The 20 years that followed the Revolution have brought significant changes Romanian
fashion industry and specialized education. But these changes are not yet able to determine the
adhesion to the functional international fashion system as they do not fully form a mechanism
similar to that of the West.
The beginning of fashion transformation from the centralized communist system to the
competitive market has been marked by some improvisations due to the involvement of persons
who lacked proper training, with no proper qualifications in the fashion field. Their experience
was limited and superficial and lacked a deep understanding of the fashion phenomenon. This
has led to a stagnation or even regression in the field.
The market was flooded in the same time with counterfeit products. Lacking the
consistent and relevant information, the Romanian consumers were misguided by the

entertainment fashion creators (fashion sold as entertainment) and imported goods during a time
when trade was driven by a single economic interest unrelated to functionality and especially
without being subject to appropriate legislation.
The real specialists have been marginalized and ignored before the Revolution. Education
has entered a period of reorganization, and the people who remained visible, those who have
come to dictate the new "directions of development" based on their superficial knowledge and
according to their personal interests were not in any way the authentic or specialists in the field.
On the other hand, the production, which was also totally adrift, came to focus on a
certain operating systems – like the lohn system, a type of production that ensured limited but
secure incomes. The advantage of this system is reflected in the modernization and the expansion
of the number of companies functioning in this field. Virtually all those with an entrepreneurial
intention, regardless of their training, have opened a workshop that evolved in this framework,
while remaining completely out of the fashion operating system, the only thing exploited being
cheap labor. The emergence of the Asian market has resulted in the dramatic collapse of this type
of production and business owners have been forced to declare bankruptcy as their business was
not based on their own resources nor their own creativity. Fashion has therefore experienced a
drastic decline.
The education institutions that were now being reorganized began to provide graduates
trained in the arts, but these graduates have not found a common point, the link with industry,
due to major failures in the system.
On the other hand, the specialized press emerges in the same time as entertainment
fashion creators and as the specialized industry goes bankrupt. Media market glossy magazines
are released gradually starting to make selection among those who profess to be concerned about
fashion.
The first specialized magazine, Dialog Textil, provides technical information from the
entire domain, thus providing the first information platform that contained the whole range of
information required, everything from equipment to fashion shows and fashion critics. The
tabloids will deal with the people that were part of the fashion industry without deserving to but
the newly trained specialists aim to educate the public. The drawback, however, stems from the
limited number of individuals who have access to the correct information, and the limited
number of people forming what was already been known as the specialized press.

It is worthy of mention that the latter were all self-taught, each of them trained in
domains more or less related to fashion. For example: Ovidiu Buta – University of Arts –
Theater and Performance , Maurice Munteanu - Faculty of Journalism and Communication,
Marian Pali - Faculty of Philosophy and Faculty of Theology, Izabela Coman - Textile
Engineering, Liana Martin - Faculty of Chemistry as well as Communication and PR. The first
generation of designers and brands that comes into prominence - Doina Levintza, Catinca
Roman, Silvia Şerban, Alina Botea, Wilhelmina Arz, Irina Marinescu, Maria Lucia Hohan,
Agnes Toma, Irina Schrotter, Carmen Secăreanu, Adelina Ivan - is properly promoted, but
unfortunately not enough compared to the strength and distribution of entertainment fashion that
conquers the completely uninformed and uneducated public. The competition between the two
remains uneven in this regard to this day.
These names launched on the recently reformed Romanian fashion start market function
in accordance with occidental system rules, but have a low efficiency, something that has still
maintained. Their activity is made possible by the organization of various events that have
become a landmark in the Romanian fashion industry.
The first event, who secured the first regulations and connected the Romanian fashion to
the international one was RFW - Romanian Fashion Week - in Iasi organized by Irina Schrotter.
This event determined the evolution and establishment of the Romanian fashion industry. The
event promoted the first viable brands and launched the first designer collections with great
impact on the market, provided the first coherent image campaigns and launched the first fashion
designers that graduated a specialized university and came into prominence the following years.
The value of the Romanian design thus began to be shaped. Gradually, the people began
to able to distinguish between fashion as entertainment and the authentic fashion production.
Over the years, people became aware of certain directions in which the fashion discourse
can find its support and further development without which the work would have no finality.
In current fashion, creation is merged in its entirety with communication and media, as it
cannot operate independently of these elements. Similarly, creation cannot find its motivation
without an efficiently organized management within a fashion related economic system.
For all these reasons we have felt the need for a pioneering work in these areas of development
of the artistic discourse in order to demonstrate the need for a university based research
framework. These lines of study will allow for additional specialization in related branches such

as styling – runway styling, magazine styling, brand styling, visual merchandising, fashion and
image consultants, brand consulting, brand communication, trend analysis.

Contributions

This paper assumes a pioneering role in theorizing a field that has been active for more
than a century in countries such as France or England, but which is going through a period of
reformulation and repositioning in Romania. The development and emergence of new
professions require adaptation in all aspects, from education to the business strategies. Aiming to
address mainly the formative aspect and adapt it to the current requirements, the present paper
has attempted to show the procedures that need to be carried out in order to support the entire
process in the implementation of fashion system regulations, regulations that allow for a
subsequent proper operation both creatively and in terms of economy. The analysis we have
carried out, indicating the approaches respective to different stages in fashion communication, is
intended to be a starting point in pointing out the directions of study required for a university
curricula that would meet the current requirements.
Fashion journalism can only be studied within a framework that provides a direct link to
the study of fashion design in all its complexity. If not, the issues mentioned in the present paper
that have severely damaged the functioning of the Romanian fashion industry will prevail. The
niche professions that serve to support the consistency and efficiency of communication within
the image campaigns (an imperative step in the fashion creation) and have developed
simultaneously have to be addressed similarly.
Event planning, the third direction discussed within the present paper also has its own
specialists, fully aware of the characteristics of the system. The existence of such trained
professionals in the system either through self-study or study in foreign higher education
institutions has ensured the emergence of the reorganization process previously mentioned, but
in order ensure the adherence to the international system the services of professionals trained in
specialized institutions is further needed.
The inexistence of an event that would consistently support the fashion industry by
creating links between producers and traders is one of the main shortcomings of the field.
Similarly, the lack of correlation between market demand and supply of education is a major

problem that once solved will lead to a normal activity in the field. Finally, the role of forming
the public that a journalist or PR should assume could very well adjust the functionality of the
system
All of these problems have a common source and solution, namely the restructuring of
the education system so as to be able to form specialists whose absence is evident in an industry
which that is barely functioning. The establishment of the first private educational institution in
Bucharest - Artcademy - an institution which is structured according to the French system is
beneficial, but insufficient to meet the demands of a market where the number of companies in
the field is considerably larger, and their needs are not met by the private education system.
Without a state university with an appropriate curriculum, the fashion industry in
Romania will not be able to correspond with the international system, cannot be competitive and
cannot regain its role as the main pillar of the national economy, a role it had amply fulfilled in
the past.
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